Effect of frequency sweep direction on motion of excited ions in fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance cells.
Ion motion during frequency sweep excitation was computer simulated to study the effect of the direction of frequency swee on the z motion of ions in a cylindrical Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (T-ICR) cell. It is shown that the z motion is more forcefully excited by upsweep than by downsweep; thus at large amplitudes ions are more easily ejected to the trapping electrodes by upsweep and larger cyclotron orbits can be achieved by downsweep. This effect was confirmed by experiment and the results are favorably compared with the calculations. From these results it is concluded that downward sweeping is advantageous for ion detection and upward sweeping is preferable for ion ejection. The simulations clearly explain the effect of the direction of frequency sweep by visualizing the directions of the forces that ions experience immediately after the excitation of their cyclotron motion. It was demonstrated by experiment that the z ejection can be reduced by applying a phase-adjusted ac potential to the trapping electrodes.(847-852).